Rave Prepare

Know and understand the people in your community
with Rave’s web-based access and functional
needs registry proven to help thousands of
emergency managers protect the people they
serve. Enable more informed response and targeted
communication before, during, and after an event to
those who need it most. You can’t predict the next
disaster, but you have to be able to plan ahead.

The leading crowdsourced national online
database – currently protecting over 66 million
people nationwide.
Targeted two-way communications – send
alerts, polls, text chats, and more based on
needs and location.
Store critical information in secure
geo-redundant data centers accessible at any
time for analysis, planning and emergencies.

EXTEND THE REACH
OF YOUR RESOURCES

Prevention
Mitigation

Collecting, updating, and managing registry information is expensive, timeconsuming and resource intensive.

TM

With Rave Prepare, information is provided and kept current by your residents.
Rave’s technology makes it easy for your community to self-identify in advance
of an emergency. To keep the data from going stale, users can set automated
reminders through their preferred method of communication.
When an emergency occurs, leverage interactive maps to send targeted alerts
based on needs and location. For example, send a poll question by text, email,
and voice to your at-risk segment(s) to determine their need and ask for a
response. Then generate a report to see the categorized responses paired with
the respondent’s real-time location.

RAVE PREPARE
INCIDENT MANAGEMENT
AND RESPONSE

Recovery

Preparedness

Response

PROACTIVELY RESPOND TO DISASTERS
AND OTHER EMERGENCIES
•

POWER OUTAGES Rapidly identify individuals who have critical medical
dependencies on electricity, such as ventilators or medications requiring
refrigeration.

•

EVACUATIONS Locate individuals who require assistance due to mobility
limitations or transportation challenges and plan for necessary resources.

•

TRANSPORTATION INTERRUPTIONS Determine critical needs such as kidney
dialysis, home healthcare, and in-home oxygen requirements that will go
unmet during a sustained transportation disruption.

•

SHELTER RESOURCE PLANNING Obtain important information such as
language spoken to provide resources the community will need during an
incident requiring emergency sheltering.

BENEFITS OF
RAVE PREPARE
•

All data is stored in top tier, geo-redundant hosting facilities, with the
same encryption and security utilized by leading financial institutions
and federal agencies.

•

The database is national in scope and facilitates interoperability on
the local, regional, and national levels.

•

The registration process allows caregivers and family members to assist
residents who wish to sign up, but may not be able to on their own.

•

Information can be easily exported for use by other systems such
as mass notifications or for tasks in incident management tools
such as WebEOC.

•

Departments can also leverage internal and external notifications for
shift call outs, office closings, weather notifications and more.

“Rave’s database and interactive maps help
our dispatchers easily and rapidly identify,
communicate and proactively assist those
who most need our help.”
THOMAS M. VALDEZ
DEPUTY DIRECTOR
OTTAWA COUNTY, MICHIGAN

Surviving a Heart Attack:
The Story of Bringing a
Heart Back to Life

For over 16 years, across thousands of cities and towns, Rave Prepare, part
of the Rave 911 suite, has helped distressed callers feel connected; allowed
families, friends or neighbors to communicate silently; and saved lives with the
details of personal safety profiles.
Do all you can to protect your community and assist emergency managers,
9-1-1 centers and first responders with critical and accurate information during
chaotic times when they need it most.
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